Satellite data indicates similarities in crashes

Seattle mayor’s proposed $213M levy for libraries eliminates overdue fines

Manafort hit with new charges after prison term is lengthened

The most troubled debut of an airliner in modern aviation

GLOBAL AIRCRAFT: Nearly 400 MAX planes are in operation around the world after the first delivery of the jetliner in 2017.

CANADA: Transport minister grounds MAX after a day’s delay, citing new information, but points out, “This is not conclusive.”

STOCK: The company’s stock ended up slightly for the day after diving following the initial grounding order.
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A Boeing 737 MAX 8 operated by Southwest Airlines sits at a gate at Hobby Airport in Houston after arriving on Wednesday. The flight was already in the air on its way to Houston when the emergency order grounding all 737 MAX 8 and MAX 9 aircraft was issued by the Federal Aviation Administration.
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Amazon removes books promoting fake autism ‘cures’